We present a series of field experiments showing the transient electric fields generated by a seismic excitation of the subsurface. After removing the powerline noise by adaptive filtering, the most prominent feature of the seismoelectric recordings is the presence of electric signals very similar to conventional seismic recordings. In one instance, we identified small-amplitude precursory electromagnetic disturbances showing a polarity reversal on either side of the shotpoint. Concentrating on the dominant seismoelectric effect, we theoretically show that the electric field accompanying the compressional waves is approximately proportional to the grain acceleration. We also demonstrate that the magnetic field moving along with shear waves is roughly proportional to the grain velocity. These relationships hold true as long as the displacement currents are much smaller than the conduction currents (diffusive regime), which is normally the case in the low-frequency range used in seismic prospecting. Furthermore, the analytical transfer functions thus obtained indicate that the electric field is mainly sensitive to the salt concentration and dielectric constant of the fluid, whereas the magnetic field principally depends on the shear modulus of the framework of grains and on the fluid's viscosity and dielectric constant. Both transfer functions are essentially independent of the permeability. Our results suggest that the simultaneous recording of seismic, electric, and magnetic wavefields can be useful for characterizing porous layers at two different levels of investigation: near the receivers and at greater depth.
INTRODUCTION
Accumulation of field data and recent theoretical advances have stimulated new interest in the study of electrokinetic coupling phenomena and their sensitivity to the microstruc- ture, fluid content, and fluid chemistry of the subsurface. Martner and Sparks (1959) , Broding et al. (1963) , Long and Rivers (1975) , Thompson and Gist (1993) , Butler et al. (1996) , Dietrich et al. (1996) , Mikhailov et al. (1997 Mikhailov et al. ( , 2000 , and Beamish (1999) have recorded electromagnetic (EM) signals generated by the propagation of seismic waves in the shallow subsurface. A review of electrokinetic geophysics, including a historical background as well as multichannel sounding techniques, has recently been given by Beamish and Peart (1998) . Our presentation does not include certain seismoelectric phenomena, such as piezoelectric effects in quartz veins, modulation of the resistivity of the earth by seismic stresses in the presence of uniform telluric currents, and radio-frequency impulsive responses in sulfides, which were discovered during the last few decades and have sometimes been used as exploration methods (see, e.g., Russel et al., 1997) . In a series of important contributions, Pride (1994) , Pride and Haartsen (1996) , and Haartsen and Pride (1997) develop a complete theory based on the full set of Maxwell's equations to explain the coupling mechanism between seismic and EM disturbances. By improving models proposed by Frenkel (1944) and by Neev and Yeatts (1989) , they show that electrokinetic coupling phenomena induced at the microscopic scale by the passage of seismic waves through fluid-saturated porous media are the most likely explanation of the conversions between seismic and EM energy observed at the macroscopic scale. The central concept underlying the theory is an electric doublelayer model defined at the pore level. It is well known that, when in contact with a fluid electrolyte, most mineral grains develop a chemically adsorbed surface charge which is electrically balanced by a diffuse layer of mobile counterions extending into the fluid phase. Because the counterions are free to move with the fluid, the coupling mechanism is explained by small relative fluid-grain motions and by streaming electric currents induced by seismic waves via fluid-pressure gradients and/or grain accelerations (Pride, 1994) .
Most of the abovementioned investigations of seismoelectric waves account for two different observations: on the one hand, EM fields accompanying seismic body and surface waves during their propagation, with no extent outside of the seismic wave pulses; and on the other hand, independently propagating EM disturbances generated by seismic waves crossing interfaces at depth. Although the first observation is, in terms of magnitude, the main contribution to seismoelectric recordings, the second effect has received much more attention because of its potential use for the remote detection and characterization of fluids contained in the subsurface. One of the most convincing accounts of small-amplitude precursory EM signals is given by Martner and Sparks (1959) , who measure with a pair of electrodes a "... pulse generated by the seismic wave at some depth between the shot and the surface, and transmitted from that level at high speed, probably as an electromagnetic wave." In a very thorough study, Thompson and Gist (1993) use specific data processing and common midpoint stacking techniques adapted to such EM waves to obtain a seismoelectric image of the subsurface at a depth of interest to petroleum exploration. It should be emphasized, however, that the detection of these events is considerably impeded by their weak amplitudes and by ubiquitous powerline noise. These reasons, and the fact that the generation of EM waves at irregular interfaces is not yet fully understood, suffice to explain the scarcity of observations.
As shown in the numerical simulations presented in Haartsen and Pride (1997) , the dominant electrokinetic effect consists of electric and magnetic fields traveling along with the compressional and shear-wave components, respectively, of the seismic wavetrain. Therefore, electric antennas deployed at the surface or within a borehole will record the electric field contained inside the compressional and surface waves, as these waves pass the antennas. Similarly, an array of magnetometers will record the magnetic field inside the shear and surface waves as these waves pass the magnetic sensors. This implies that the EM fields accompanying the seismic waves in porous media contain only information limited to the vicinity of the receivers. Nevertheless, this information could be useful in hydrological or environmental studies to characterize the near-surface layers in terms of their fluid content or to monitor the propagation of a contamination front at shallow depth. Mikhailov et al. (2000) show that borehole seismoelectric measurements can be used to estimate the interconnected porosity of the formation around the borehole by analyzing the electric fields locally induced by Stoneley waves.
The aim of this paper is twofold. We first describe a series of field experiments performed with electric dipoles, vertical and horizontal geophones, which give additional evidence of the two seismoelectric effects mentioned above. The second objective is to investigate in detail the seismoelectric and seismomagnetic transfer functions corresponding to the dominant electrokinetic effect. We address this problem by deriving analytical relationships between seismic amplitudes and waveforms and their electric and magnetic counterparts. The resulting transfer functions allow us to directly determine the sensitivity of seismoelectric and seismomagnetic measurements to the properties of the porous medium and to check the consistency of the observed electric field amplitudes with the electrokinetic coupling theory. In a companion paper (Garambois and Dietrich, 2001) , we extend this sensitivity study to the EM waves generated at depth by using fullwaveform numerical simulations of the coupled seismic and EM wave propagation in layered poroelastic media.
FIELD DATA RECORDING AND PREPROCESSING
The field experiments were carried out with a 24-channel seismic acquisition system, standard geophone cables, and a series of electric field antennas deployed along a linear layout. Each antenna consisted of two 50-cm-long stainless steel rods driven into the ground, usually with a 1-m spacing in the direction of the profile to achieve an acceptable S/N ratio (Thompson and Gist, 1993; Beamish, 1999) . In this configuration, the recorded signals represent the longitudinal component E x of the electric field at the surface. All measurements were performed by directly connecting the electric dipoles to the geophone cables without using any preamplifier upstream from the recording system. The multichannel reflection seismograph used in our experiments was characterized by a 24-bit analog-to-digital converter, an input impedance of 20 k-ohms, and a common rejection mode of 90 dB at 100 Hz. There is no doubt that the experimental setup used in this study could be improved by introducing specifically designed analog notch filters and electric field preamplifiers between the antennas and the acquisition system. Such devices would be very useful to attenuate the 50-Hz noise before the analog-to-digital conversion, to reserve the dynamic range of the recording unit for the small amplitude seismoelectric signals.
Common midpoint configurations were used in most cases: the electric dipoles were deployed symmetrically relative to the source location in the middle of the profile to facilitate the identification of the seismoelectric signals. The repetition of the measurements with 14-Hz vertical or horizontal geophones located at the center of the dipoles allowed us to make detailed comparisons between the electric field and seismic recordings. In our experiments, the mechanical excitation of the medium was produced by sledgehammer blows on a base plate or by chemical explosives.
The main difficulty in interpreting transient electric field measurements comes from the high levels of manmade background noise which, in Europe, essentially consists of 50-Hz noise and its odd harmonics. To reduce this undesirable noise, Dietrich et al. (1996) used a two-pole, two-zero autoregressive moving average (ARMA) notch filter designed to reject the 50-and 150-Hz components inside the useful seismic frequency band. In this study, we use the sinusoid subtraction technique described by Butler and Russell (1993) , which is capable of suppressing numerous frequencies without distorting or attenuating the signal of interest. This method uses a least-squares fit to estimate the amplitude and phase of a stationary signal of a given peak frequency which dominates the data. The application of this noise suppression technique to our seismoelectric data resulted in dramatic improvements of the S/N ratio, on the order of 30 to 40 dB.
SEISMIC TO EM WAVE CONVERSION AT DEPTH

Observations
We conducted a series of seismoelectric measurements in a water catchment area located along the Fier River near Annecy, France. The stratigraphy of the site is marked by alluvial deposits with alternating layers of gravel, sand, and clay from the surface down to 150 m depth. At the time of the experiment, the water table was located at approximately 1.5 m depth. Figure 1a shows the electric signals after removing the powerline noise with the sinusoid subtraction technique mentioned above. This section is dominated by Rayleigh surface waves or, more precisely, by the electric signature of these waves, which are easily observed across the whole array of receivers. Electric signals associated with compressional head waves are also visible as first arrivals. The presence of these signals confirms that electric dipoles can act as geophones, with some waveform distortions and amplitude differences which are investigated in detail in the section devoted to seismoelectric and seismomagnetic transfer functions. A careful inspection of the data also reveals a series of high-frequency events that reach all antennas at approximately the same time, especially in the early part of the section. These arrivals are clearly visible in Figure 1b after applying a zero-phase 160-600-Hz band-pass filter to the data displayed in Figure 1a . reversal on either side of the shotpoint and that their amplitudes do not strongly decrease as a function of time. In general, the signals appear more coherent in the negative offset range than in the positive offset range, but they all exhibit a very small moveout. The measured apparent velocity of 125 000 m/s of event A -A is in the velocity range expected for an EM wave at low frequencies in a superficial porous medium.
Interpretation
To interpret the events identified in Figures 1 and 2 , we plot in Figure 3a the absolute amplitude of arrivals A, C, and D as a function of source-receiver offset. The amplitude curves are very similar for the three events, in the sense that they appear rather symmetrical relative to the shotpoint, with two peaks at positive and negative offsets of about 5 m. We also notice that the amplitudes are rapidly decreasing for sourceantenna offsets >10 m and that the maximum amplitudes do not monotonically decrease with time, since arrival D has a larger maximum amplitude than event C.
The most likely explanation of the observed electric-field signals is a conversion between seismic and EM waves at a very shallow interface, probably at the water table. Indeed, our observations entirely fulfill the kinematic and dynamic criteria stated by Thompson and Gist (1993) to distinguish these waves from background noise, namely 1) the waves converted at a plane horizontal interface originate from the first Fresnel zone centered directly beneath the shot point; 2) the waves reach all surface antennas at virtually the same time; and 3) the signals change sign on opposite sides of the shotpoint.
The first two criteria simply result from the huge velocity contrast between the incident seismic wave (≤1500 m/s) and the low-frequency diffusive EM wave (≈200 000 m/s) in superficial layers. The third criterion derives from the fact that the timevarying charge separation that occurs when a seismic wave is traversing an interface in a porous medium saturated by an electrolyte can be represented by an electric multipole. However, Thompson and Gist (1993) point out that the radiation of the first Fresnel zone corresponding to a seismic-to-EM wave conversion displays a simple dipole symmetry, contrary to the following Fresnel zones whose influence is described by higher order multipoles. Since the electric field falls off with distance r as 1/r 3 for a dipole and as 1/r 3+c for higher order multipoles, where c is a positive integer (S. Pride, personal communication, 1999) , the major contribution to the seismoelectric reflection comes, as expected, from the first Fresnel zone. Consequently, the EM wave radiation of a plane horizontal interface excited by a seismic pulse can be represented to a good approximation by an ideal dipole radiator located directly under the
FIG. 2. Enlarged views of the recorded electric-field signals
shown in Figure 1b .
seismic source in an unbounded uniform conductive medium (Thompson and Gist, 1993) . This dipole representation explains the change of polarity of the seismoelectric converted waves on opposite sides of the shotpoint and the bell-shaped lobes of the horizontal electric-field amplitude distribution as a function of sourcereceiver offset. It also implies that the amplitudes of any EM disturbances recorded at the surface vary strongly with the depth and dip of the interface. As shown by Thompson and Gist (1993) , the maximum amplitude of the horizontal electric field rapidly decreases as the depth of seismoelectric conversion increases. In such cases, we also observe a broadening of the lobes of the amplitude curve and a displacement of the maximum electric-field amplitudes toward larger offsets, as shown in Figure 3b . This amplitude behavior is confirmed by the fullwaveform numerical simulations performed by Haartsen and Pride (1997) and by Garambois and Dietrich (2001) .
Alternatively, the EM amplitude versus offset (AVO) variation can also be computed by employing a heuristic approach based on the concept of Fresnel zones. To do this, we calculate the dimensions of the first Fresnel zones corresponding to seismic-to-EM wave conversions at two interfaces located at 2 and 10 m depth by following the approach of Eaton et al. (1991) developed for converted P-SV waves. Because of the very large velocity contrast between seismic and EM waves, the size and shape of seismoelectric Fresnel zones are almost independent of the source-receiver offset. Here, the Fresnel zones are determined for a coincident source-receiver configuration, a frequency of 100 Hz, a seismic wave propagating at 450 m/s, and an EM wave propagating at 200 000 m/s. The Fresnel zones obtained for the interfaces at 2 and 10 m depth are circular surfaces whose radii are equal to 3.75 and 7.07 m, respectively. We discretized each Fresnel zone with a regular arrangement of 101 × 101 vertical electric dipoles of the same strength distributed over a square grid. The resulting electric fields radiated by the two interfaces were finally computed by summing the individual contributions of all dipoles contained within the Fresnel zones (Figure 3b ). This procedure is similar to the Kirchhoff summation of point diffractors in a planar array to model the acoustic or elastic specular reflection from a plane interface (Trorey, 1970; Moinet and Dietrich, 1998) . Figure 3b shows that the shape of the electric-field amplitude curve obtained for EM reflection from the interface at 2 m depth looks very similar to the observed amplitude distribution. The calculations also show that when the conversion occurs at a larger depth, the maximum amplitudes migrate away from the source location. Thus, our observations of seismoelectric wave amplitudes strongly suggest that the series of EM disturbances we recorded in the field were all generated at the same plane interface, very close to the surface, and not at different depths. The first arrival A is most probably from a primary seismic-to-EM wave conversion at the water table.
Considering that the near-surface velocity estimated from seismic refraction profiling is about 450 m/s around the shot location, and recalling that the shot was set off at 1 m depth, event A recorded at 1 ms could indicate that the water table was located at 1.45 m depth on the day we conducted the experiment. Events B, C, and D are more difficult to interpret because of the lack of a detailed stratigraphic log at the exact location of the experiment. They may, however, be attributed to primary or multiple seismic reflections converted to EM waves when the seismic waves hit the water table during their upward or downward propagation.
SEISMOELECTRIC AND SEISMOMAGNETIC TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
In this section, we present the results of field experiments and analytical developments to study the transfer function between seismic (geophone) recordings and corresponding electric-field (antenna) recordings. Our main objective is to show that the theoretical transfer function derived for a fluidsaturated porous medium contains useful information on the properties of the porous material near the receivers. This analysis is also extended to the magnetic field accompanying shear waves, although, to our knowledge, no report has been published concerning the recording of seismomagnetic signals in the field. Finally, we compare the experimentally measured and theoretically calculated seismoelectric transfer functions to check whether the waveforms and amplitudes of the observed electric signals accompanying the seismic waves are consistent with those predicted by the electrokinetic theory.
Observations
The field experiments were carried out at a test site for hydrological studies located on an alluvial fill near La Côte Saint André, Isère, France. The near-surface stratigraphy estimated from a nearby quarry consists of a 1-m-thick layer of vegetal soil overlying gravel and sand deposits. At the time of the experiments, the water table was located at approximately 7 m depth.
Figure 4 displays seismic and electric-field data recorded by an array of 44 receivers deployed with a constant trace spacing of 2 m, symmetrically relative to the source location. The electric-field data ( Figure 4b ) were acquired by stacking 120 hammer blows to obtain an acceptable S/N ratio, processed to remove the powerline noise with the sinusoid subtraction technique of Butler and Russell (1993) . A zero-phase 1-200-Hz band-pass filter was also applied to the data. The vertical and horizontal geophone recordings (Figures 4a, c , respectively) were obtained by stacking only 20 hammer blows since seismic data are inherently less noisy than electric data. To compare the seismic and electric field data, we applied the same 1-200-Hz band-pass filter to the seismograms.
Sections 4a, b, and c show that the electric-field and seismic data look quite similar. All sections exhibit high-frequency first arrivals followed by low-frequency dispersive surface (Rayleigh) waves. The direct P-wave marked in Figure 4c has an approximate velocity of 320 m/s. However, it is evident from the wave patterns and mean Fourier spectra displayed in Figure  4 that the electric-field data are better correlated with the horizontal geophone recordings. We show below that the in-line electric-field recordings E x are approximately proportional to the time derivative of the in-line horizontal geophone data, which corresponds to the horizontal grain accelerationü x .
Theoretical background
The development presented in this section and in the Appendix is based entirely on the electrokinetic coupling theory proposed by Pride (1994) . In his work, Pride uses volumeaveraging techniques to derive a complete set of nine macroscopic equations that govern coupled seismic and EM wave propagation in a fluid-saturated porous medium. The governing equations group into three dynamic equations, two poroelastic equations, and two EM constitutive laws. Finally, two transport equations express the coupling between the mechanical and EM wavefields [Pride, 1994; equations (174) , (176), and (177)]:
In equation (1), the macroscopic current density J is written as the sum of the average conduction and streaming current densities. Similarly, the Darcy filtration velocityẇ is separated into electrically and mechanically induced contributions in equation (2). The electrical fields and mechanical forces that generate the current density J and fluid fluxẇ are, respectively, E and ( −∇ P + iωρ fus ), where P is the pore-fluid pressure,u s is the grain velocity vector, and E is the electric field. In the above relationships, ρ f is the pore-fluid density, η is the shear viscosity, and ω is the angular frequency. A harmonic excitation of the form e − iωt is assumed in our calculations. The most important factor in equations (1) and (2) is the complex and frequency-dependent electrokinetic coupling coefficient L(ω), which describes the coupling between the seismic and EM disturbances. Setting L(ω) to zero in Pride's full set of equations [Pride, 1994; equations (248) to (256)] leads to a complete decoupling of the mechanical (Biot) and EM (Maxwell) equations. Let us point out here that the mathematical treatment of unsaturated media, which is of prime importance for the study of the uppermost layer of the earth, presently comes up against the difficulty of deriving the coupling coefficient L(ω) in such a case. The remaining two coefficients, σ (ω) and k(ω), represent the effective electric conductivity and dynamic permeability of the porous material, respectively.
By using a plane-wave solution of the governing equations, Pride and Haartsen (1996) derive the elementary displacement and EM fields (eigen response) of an isotropic and homogeneous wholespace. Using their results, we express the electric and magnetic fields E and H as a function of the seismic displacement u and demonstrate that low-frequency approximations of these relationships may be written in the form for longitudinal fast (or Biot type I) P-waves (Biot, 1956 (Biot, , 1962 and
for transverse S H-and SV -waves. The demonstration of formulas (3) and (4) is given in the Appendix. These equations are valid in the diffusive regime, i.e., when conduction currents dominate displacement currents. This condition is expressed by the relationship σ (ω) ω (ω), where (ω) is the dynamic bulk dielectric permittivity of the porous material. In expressions (3) and (4), κ f and σ f represent the fluid's dielectric constant and electric conductivity, 0 denotes the vacuum's dielectric permittivity, G is the shear modulus of the framework of grains, φ is the porosity, and ρ is the bulk density. The ζ potential is the static electric potential at the shear plane separating the diffuse layer from the adsorbed layer in the electric double-layer structure. The ζ potential is negative when the diffuse layer contains excess positive charge, and vice versa. The tortuosity α ∞ represents a geometrical factor depending on the pore structure and orientation. The definitions of the C and H moduli are those of Biot (1962) . In practice, the bracketed term in equation (3) can almost always be omitted because C H for most materials.
Since vectors E andü are colinear in equation (3), scalar relationships can be written between their components. For a compressional wave propagating in the x-z plane of a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) whose z-axis is vertical,
and
where L represents the proportionality factor implicitly defined in equation (3). Equation (5) shows that the in-line component E x of the electric field accompanying the compressional waves is approximately proportional to the horizontal grain accelerationü x . This relationship is important because P-wave arrivals are generally easily identified on seismic sections and because the horizontal electric field can be measured with simple, inexpensive dipoles consisting of two electrodes driven into the ground. Equation (5) also indicates that horizontal geophones are required to compute the transfer function between seismic and electric-field recordings in a surface deployment of receivers. The linearity between E z andü z displayed in equation (6) can similarly be exploited in boreholes by using vertical geophones and vertical electric antennas. According to the Einstein-Stokes approximation (Pride, 1994) , the fluid conductivity σ f is inversely proportional to viscosity η. Consequently, the proportionality factor L defined in equation (3) does not depend on the fluid's viscosity. In practice, the |ü|/|E| ratio is mainly sensitive to the salt concentration of the saturating fluid (via σ f and ζ ) and to the relative fluid permittivity κ f . In particular, an increase in salt concentration raises the fluid conductivity, which results in a decrease of the electric field and an increase of the |ü|/|E| ratio. After decoupling the SV and SH shear-wave contributions in the SV-TM and SH-TE wave systems (see Appendix), equation (4) can be rewritten as
where T stands for the proportionality factor introduced in equation (4). Equation (8) shows that the transverse component of the magnetic field H y moving along with vertically polarized shear waves is roughly proportional to the composite grain velocity u 2 x +u 2 z . The proportionality factor T principally depends on the properties of the saturating fluid (ρ f , κ f , and η) and, to a lesser degree, on the microgeometry of the porous material (φ and α ∞ ) and shear modulus of the rock matrix G. Figure 5 compares the exact and approximate expressions of the |u|/|E| and |u|/|H| ratios computed from equations (3), (4), (A-26) , and (A-38). The calculations were performed with a sand layer and various saturating fluids whose properties are given in Tables 1 and 2 . The curves displayed in Figure 5 show that approximations (3) and (4) are valid for frequencies up to 500 Hz in water, higher in air and oil. The superior results obtained when the sand layer is saturated with air or oil is explained by the low dielectric constant κ f of these fluids, as shown in Table 2 .
Comparison between observations and theory
To check the relevance of the theoretical seismoelectric transfer function derived above, we computed the horizontal accelerationsü x of the data displayed in Figure 4 by taking the time derivative of the horizontal geophone recordings (Figure 4c) . Figure 6a displays the normalized E x andü x waveforms for the receivers located at offset −17 m. The electric signal reaches the electric antenna slightly before the seismic signal arrives at the geophone. A thorough crosscorrelation analysis performed with the whole set of traces (Figures 6b and 6c ) reveals that the time lag δt of seismic arrivals varies between 2 and 4 ms all over the section, with an average value around δt = 3 ms. This time shift can be explained by the fact that the geophones were located in the middle of the 2-m-long dipoles and were not close to the inner electrode nearest to the shot location. Indeed, Beamish (1999) shows experimentally that the inner electrode controls the amplitude and character of the received voltage. In our case, the time delay of seismic arrivals roughly corresponds to the traveltime needed by seismic waves to reach the geophone at 333 m/s after having reached the inner electrode. This velocity is approximately the velocity of the direct P-wave measured in Figure 4c . It is also close to the Rayleigh wave velocity in the medium.
An alternative explanation for the time delay between electric and seismic signals is suggested by S. Pride (personal communication, 2000) , who invokes a physical reason related to the Rayleigh waves propagating along the free surface. Since the charge separations within the Rayleigh waves do not continue into the atmosphere, the Rayleigh waves have an unbalanced charge separation in the direction of wave propagation right at the free surface. This effect could well explain the presence of an electric field in front of the Rayleigh waves. In the case considered, this electric influence would extend up to 1 m in front of the Rayleigh pulse. Complementary studies are still needed to understand the origin (experimental or physical) of the time shifts observed in field experiments. Figure 7 presents additional comparisons between the electric signals (solid lines) and the corresponding horizontal accelerations (dashed lines) for eight traces located at offsets −37, −21, −19, −17, 7, 13, 29, and 37 m. A uniform time shift of 3 ms (the average value estimated from Figure 6 ) was applied to the electric-field data prior to making the comparisons. The rather good agreement observed in Figure 7 between the two types of signals, especially in the early part of the time sequences, tends to confirm the theoretical proportionality expressed in equation (3) for compressional body waves: the seismically induced electric signal and grain acceleration have similar waveforms, and their amplitudes are linearly related. However, a careful analysis of the results displayed in Figure 7 shows that the electric signals are missing some high-frequency arrivals exhibited by the horizontal accelerograms. These discrepancies, which are manifest at most receiver locations, are likely because the electric antennas are not sensitive to seismic shear waves. In addition, the linear relationship between E x andü x seems to hold true for the low-frequency Rayleigh waves, which are characterized, in our example, by phase velocities <300 m/s. Here, too, further investigations are necessary to understand the relationship between the electric and seismic expressions of the Rayleigh waves, which consist of inhomogeneous (evanescent) compressional and shear waves.
After having checked the waveforms, we can still verify that the amplitude level of the electric-field data is consistent with the electrokinetic theory. Figure 8 presents theü x -to-E x rms amplitude ratio versus source-receiver offset for both the body waves (Figure 8a ) and the surface waves (Figure 8b ). The two wave types were separated in the time domain by using a simple phase velocity criterion (faster or slower than 300 m/s). The amplitudes of the seismic accelerations were converted from V/s to m/s 2 by using the transduction constant (V/m/s) of the geophones used in the field. Typical values of acceleration are on the order of a few tens of millimeters per second squared, whereas the electric field amplitudes are usually between a few tens and a few hundreds of µV/m. Figure 8 shows that the computed amplitude ratios vary strongly as a function of receiver location. However, the ratios corresponding to the body and surface waves are of the same order of magnitude as already noticed in Figure 7 . In our case, the amplitude ratios computed for the body waves vary between 171 m 2 /(V·s 2 ) and 717 m 2 /(V·s 2 ), with an average value of 346 m 2 /(V·s 2 ). We checked these results against a numerical application of equation (3) performed with the parameter values given in Table 3 , which are typical of an unconsolidated soil. The porous medium properties presented in Table 3 were primarily chosen to reproduce the velocity of the direct P-wave measured at near-offsets in the field ( 320 m/s). The value of the zeta potential was determined from the expression ζ (V ) = 0.008 + 0.026 log 10 (C 0 ) derived from experimental measurements made by Pride and Morgan (1991) , where C 0 is the salt concentration of the electrolyte. Table 4 lists the relevant parameters computed from the medium properties given in Table 3 The signals were superimposed after applying a 3-ms time delay to the electric-field data.
P-wave velocity v P f , shear-wave velocity v S , moduli H and C, factors β L I and β T , angular transition frequency ω t , and fluid conductivity σ f were calculated from expressions given by Pride and Haartsen (1996) , some of which are recalled in the Appendix. Also listed in Table 4 are the coupling coefficient L 0 computed from equation (A-27) and ratio |ü|/|E| corresponding to body waves.
The bottom line of Table 4 shows that the minimum, mean, and maximum values of the seismic-to-electric-amplitude ratio obtained from our field measurements, i.e., 171, 346, and 717 m 2 /(V·s 2 ), are perfectly modeled by varying C 0 . This result, however, calls for two remarks. First, since the theoretical |ü|/|E| transfer function depends on more than one physicochemical property, a given amplitude ratio can be obtained by various combinations of parameters. Conversely, this nonuniqueness means that the properties appearing in equation (3) cannot be unambiguously determined from the |ü|/|E| ratio in an inversion procedure. Second, the agreement obtained relies on a theory which is not perfectly suited for the case considered because of the presence of a 7-m-thick unsaturated layer close to the surface (the vadose zone above the water table). Therefore, the comparisons made in this section show that the seismic-to-electric-amplitude ratios measured experimentally are consistent with the electrokinetic theory, but they cannot strictly be considered as a definitive proof of validity of equation (3 Table 4 . Numerical values of the relevant parameters computed from the medium properties given in Table 3 for three different salt concentrations.
Salt concentration (mol/l) C 0 = 9.05 × 10 4.1 × 10
CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated electrokinetic coupling effects that occur in the shallow subsurface to assess their information content and their potential use for the detection and characterization of fluids. We have addressed these points by performing a series of field experiments and by deriving analytical relationships between the seismic amplitudes and waveforms and their electric and magnetic counterparts.
We have been able to identify experimentally two seismoelectric effects induced by a seismic source: an electric field that accompanies the seismic compressional waves and EM disturbances generated at depth at contrasts in seismic or electric properties of the subsurface. The first effect dominates the records and may have applications in geophysics and hydrology, notably to help characterize the properties of the fluid filling the pore space near the receivers. We have shown that the waveforms of the seismoelectric signals are consistent with the electrokinetic theory and that their amplitudes vary with local properties of the porous medium. Furthermore, our lowfrequency approximation of the seismoelectric transfer function indicates that seismoelectric signals might be sensitive to the salt concentration and dielectric permittivity of the saturating fluid. This suggests applications for characterizing the fluids and for detecting and monitoring contaminants in the subsurface.
The second effect looks promising for the remote detection of contrasts of pore-fluid properties at depth but remains difficult to observe because of the weak amplitudes of the EM waves generated. We have recorded electric disturbances which satisfy the kinematic and dynamic criteria expected for a seismic-to-EM-wave conversion at depth. In our case, however, the observed EM waves were probably all generated at the same interface near the surface, i.e., at the water table. Finally, the observation of both effects should benefit from instrumental developments to enhance the S/N ratio of the EM fields generated by a seismic excitation of the subsurface. Numerical simulations of the coupled seismic and EM-wave propagation, not only limited to layered media (Haartsen and Pride, 1997; Garambois and Dietrich, 2001) , should also prove useful in studying the sensitivity of the electrokinetic effects to the mechanical and electrical properties characterizing the porous media.
Longitudinal response
The eigen response of longitudinal modes (for whicĥ u =ŵ =ê =k) corresponds to the fast and slow compressional waves of the Biot theory (1956) . In this case, -6) and
The complex and frequency-dependent expressions of the effective density of the fluidρ, effective electrical permittivity of the porous continuum˜ , electrokinetic coupling coefficient L, and factor β L are given later.
Transverse response
The eigen response of transverse modes is slightly more complicated than the previous expressions because of the existence of two different polarizations. The SH-TE case corresponds to SH-shear waves and to a transverse electric field of EM waves that are both horizontally polarized in the cross-line directionŷ (in this situation,û =ŵ =ê =ŷ).
The SH-TE eigen response is written as
LGβ T exp(ik · r)ŷ, (A-10) and
The SV-TM case, on the other hand, consists of vertically polarized SV shear waves and a horizontally polarized transverse magnetic field of EM waves (this polarization is given bŷ u =ŵ =ê =ŷ ×k). The SV -T M eigen response is given by u = u 0 exp(ik · r)ŷ ×k, (A-12) -14) and
In these expressions, G denotes the shear modulus of the framework of grains. The bulk density ρ is defined as ρ ≡ φρ f + (1 − φ)ρ s , where ρ f and ρ s are the mass densities of the fluid and solid phases and φ is the porosity. The complex and frequencydependent factor β T is defined in the next section.
We can now derive low-frequency approximations of the transfer functions between the seismic displacements and the EM fields accompanying the seismic-wave propagation in a fluid-saturated porous medium. Although similar developments can be made for the electro-osmotic phenomena resulting from a current source, we will not take such effects into account in our analysis.
The two main cases to consider are the relationship between the electric field E and the displacement u for compressional waves and the relationship between the magnetic field H and the displacement u for shear waves. The other combinations do not make sense or are of little interest. For instance, equation (A-7) shows that there is no magnetic field carried along with compressional waves as part of the material response. Moreover, the electric field E associated with transverse waves does not result from a charge separation (as for compressional waves) but is generated by induction from the magnetic field H with a very small amplitude. We assume that E and H are the fields recorded by electric dipoles and magnetometers in the field. On the other hand, a seismic sensor is sensitive to the total displacement U = u + w, which can also be written U = φu f + (1 − φ)u s by noting that u ≡ u s and w ≡ φ(u f − u s ), where u f and u s are the absolute displacements of the fluid and solid phases of a porous continuum. In most cases, however, w is negligible compared to u; therefore, we use the approximation U u as explained below.
E/u transfer function for compressional waves
The expression of the β L factor in equations (A-5) and (A-6) is given by Pride and Haartsen (1996) : The minus sign in the definition of s ξ corresponds to Biot's fast compressional (or type I) wave slowness s I , whereas the plus sign corresponds to Biot's slow compressional (or type II) wave slowness s I I . The coefficients C, M, and H are functions of the porosity and elastic moduli of the fluid, solid, and drained framework of grains. Their definitions can be found in Biot (1962) or in Haartsen and Pride [1997, equations (11), (12) , and (14)] and are not detailed here. The complex density ρ t is defined as -20) is the effective density of the fluid in relative motion. Finally, -21) represents the effective electrical permittivity of the porous continuum. Definitions (A-19), (A-20) , and (A-21) are those of Pride and Haartsen [1996, equations (88) , (77) and (78)]. Pride (1994) The most relevant parameter in these expressions is the angular transition frequency, -25) which separates the low-frequency viscous flow and the highfrequency inertial flow. With values on the order of several kilohertz or tens of kilohertz, the transition frequency f t = ω t /2π is well above the 1-100-Hz seismic frequency band we are interested in. We therefore assume that ω ω t .
To complete the description of parameters, we define the static part of the electrokinetic coupling coefficient
the viscous skin depth δ = η/(ωρ f ), and the dimensionless number m = (φ 2 )/(α ∞ k 0 ). The parameter is a weighted volume-to-surface ratio of the pore space, and k 0 is dc permeability. The distanced is less than or equal to the Debye length d, which is a measure of the thickness of the diffuse double layer. Finally, C em and C os are the electromigration and electroosmotic conductances. Explicit definitions of ,d, C em , and C os are given by Pride (1994) in his equations (186), (210), (187), and (199) .
We now use approximations of the previous relationships to obtain a convenient expression of the E/u transfer function. From equations (A-4) and (A-6), we see that -26) for the fast compressional waves, where we use the operator equivalenceü = ∂ 2 u/∂t 2 = − ω 2 u. A numerical application using the soil properties given in Table 3 yields β L I = 0.0031 at 50 Hz and β L I = 0.0061 at 100 Hz, justifying the approximation U = u + w u made before.
H/u transfer function for shear waves
The β T factor appearing in equations (A-10), (A-11), (A-14), and (A-15) for transverse modes is written (Pride and Haartsen, 1996) β T ξ = − s 
The plus sign in the definition of s ξ corresponds to the mechanical shear-wave slowness s S , and the minus sign corresponds to the EM slowness s E M . As mentioned before, we concentrate on mechanical excitations of the subsurface only and do not consider the electroosmotic phenomena from a current source. From equations (A-8) and (A-11) and from equations (A-12) and (A-15), we can write
